The functional effects of bone and suture stiffness were considered here using finite element models representing three different theoretical phenotypes of an Alligator mississippiensis mandible. The models were loaded using force estimates derived from muscle architecture in dissected specimens, constrained at the 18th and 19th teeth in the upper jaw and 19th tooth of the lower jaw, as well as at the quadrate-articular joint. Stiffness was varied systematically in each theoretical phenotype. The three theoretical phenotypes included: (i) linear elastic isotropic bone of varying stiffness and no sutures; (ii) linear elastic orthotropic bone of varying stiffness with no sutures; and (iii) linear elastic isotropic bone of a constant stiffness with varying suture stiffness. Variation in the isotropic material properties of bone primarily resulted in changes in the magnitude of principal strain. By comparison, variation in the orthotropic material properties of bone and isotropic material properties of sutures resulted in: a greater number of bricks becoming either more compressive or more tensile, changing between being either dominantly compressive or tensile, and having larger changes in the orientation of maximum principal strain. These data indicate that variation in these model properties resulted in changes to the strain regime of the model, highlighting the importance of using biologically verified material properties when modeling vertebrate bones. When bones were compared within each set, the response of each to changing material properties varied. In two of the 12 bones in the mandible, varied material properties within sutures resulted in a decrease in the magnitude of principal strain in bricks adjacent to the bone ⁄ suture interface and decreases in stored elastic energy. The varied response of the mandibular bones to changes in suture stiffness highlights the importance of defining the appropriate functional unit when addressing relationships of performance and morphology.
Introduction
The relationship of bone morphology to the strain resulting from external loading is central to the understanding of both the evolution (Hylander, 1984; Rubin & Lanyon, 1984; Biewener & Taylor, 1986; Hylander et al. 1991; Ross, 2001) and development (Moss et al. 1972; Carter & Beaupre, 2001; Nowlan et al. 2007 Nowlan et al. , 2008 of skeletal phenotypes. The overall strain environment, encompassed by concepts of strain gradients and overall deformation regimes, may be more informative than localized strain measurements for understanding the functional consequences of loading across complex morphologies (Hylander, 1984; Hylander & Johnson, 1994; Rafferty & Herring, 1999; Ravosa et al. 2000; Ross, 2001; Ross & Metzger, 2004; Metzger et al. 2005) . Strain gradients and global deformation regimes can be inferred from measurements from multiple strain gage sites (Hylander, 1984; Ross, 2001; Ross & Metzger, 2004; Metzger et al. 2005) , or these patterns can be calculated in silico using finite element modeling (Richmond et al. 2005; Ross, 2005) . Finite element analysis (FEA) has the benefit of allowing strain and deformation regimes to be characterized in theoretical scenarios that would be difficult, if not impossible, to test in vivo. For example, the material properties of the bone and suture in the model can be easily manipulated and compared. Several studies have used this technique to compare in vivo strain measurements to local behavior of a model in an effort to determine the boundary conditions and material properties most representative of the in vivo data, i.e. model validation through sensitivity analysis (Sellers & Crompton, 2004; Marinescu et al. 2005; Ross et al. 2005; Strait et al. 2005; Kupczik et al. 2007 ). Validated models are essential for development of biologically realistic models.
Robust comparisons of strain and deformation regimes in theoretical finite element models (FEMs) can also yield meaningful biological insights. One of the most important foci of such theoretical analyses is the influence of bone material properties on strain and deformation regimes. Bone material properties vary both within individuals (Yamada & Evans, 1970; Papadimitriou et al. 1996; Peterson & Dechow, 2002; Schwartz-Dabney & Dechow, 2002; Wang & Dechow, 2004) and across amniotes (Currey, 1987 (Currey, , 2002 Erickson et al. 2002) , and have in some cases been found to be correlated with their functional environment (Currey, 1979 (Currey, , 1999 . While the precise functional consequences of variability in bone material properties can be investigated in vivo, the complexity of organisms makes it difficult to control other variables that might confound the results. Theoretical modeling of material properties in a single morphology using FEA makes it possible to control all aspects of the functional complex, allowing the influence of material properties to be isolated.
As part of a larger study of in vivo bone strain, material properties, geometry and developmental plasticity in the Alligator mandible (K.A. Metzger, C.F. Ross, L.B. Porro, unpublished communication; L.B. Porro, D.A. Reed, J. Iriarte-Diaz, J. Lemberg, C. Holliday, F. Anapol, CF. Ross, unpublished communication; Zapata et al. 2010) , this paper investigates the effects of bone orthotropy and suture stiffness on the strain and deformation regimes of the mandible of Alligator missisippiensis. Strain and deformation regimes were compared across 30 FEMs representing three sets, each consisting of 10 trials, across which elastic modulus was incrementally varied. In the first set, the mandible was modeled as linear elastic isotropic bone with no sutures (i.e. sutures were given the same material properties as bone), and the stiffness of all the bone material was varied. This generated a baseline against which the other two sets could be compared. In the second set, the mandible was modeled as linear elastic orthotropic bone with no sutures, and the stiffness of the bone material was varied only along the rostrocaudal axis. The Alligator mandible has been shown to be transversely anisotropic (orthotropic), with the maximal axis of stiffness along the rostrocaudal axis (Zapata et al. 2010) , and our experimental design was aimed at quantifying these effects. In the third set, the mandible was modeled with a constant linear elastic isotropic stiffness in the bones and varied linear elastic isotropic material properties in the sutures. The impact of suture stiffness on strain and deformation regimes in the vertebrate mandible and crania is of interest because principal strain magnitudes over sutures have been found to be considerably higher than in the surrounding bone (Hubbard, 1971; Behrents et al. 1978; Oudhof & Doorenmaalen, 1983; Smith & Hylander, 1985; Herring & Mucci, 1991; Herring, 1993; Jaslow & Biewener, 1995; Persson, 1995; Rafferty & Herring, 1999; Herring & Teng, 2000; Sun et al. 2002 Sun et al. , 2004 Rafferty et al. 2003; Popowics & Herring, 2007) , leading many to suggest that sutures act to store elastic energy and thereby decrease stress and strain in the surrounding bones (Pritchard et al. 1956; Buckland-Wright, 1972 , 1978 Berhents et al. 1978; Jaslow, 1990; Herring & Teng, 2000; Rafferty et al. 2003; Rayfield, 2005) . This hypothesis was examined by varying suture stiffness within ranges reported in the literature on vertebrates (Radhakrishnan & Mao, 2004; Kupczik et al. 2007) , and assessing the functional consequence of localized alterations in material properties on patterns of the strain and deformation in the mandible.
The predicted behavior of the model in these three sets of trials can be derived from continuum mechanics: the deflection of a solid body is inversely proportional to a material's stiffness at a given load, so it is expected that decreasing stiffness at a given load will result in a higher magnitude of deflection. The trajectory of the deformation in the orthotropic condition is expected to diverge from that of the isotropic condition as defined by the constitutive equations of Hooke's law in orthotropic materials, stating that the tri-axial state of a given elastic modulus will impact the associated tri-axial components of strain at a given stress (Hibbeler, 2004) . A similar prediction can be made when a linear elastic isotropic material of differing properties is distributed heterogeneously throughout the model, as with the suture condition, although there are no constitutive equations with which to make predictions.
Thus, we hypothesized that: (H 1 ) decreasing the stiffness of isotropic bone in a mandible without sutures would result in an increase in the magnitude of maximum and minimum principal strain with little change in the orientation of maximum principal strain or the direction of nodal displacement; (H 2 ) decreasing the stiffness of orthotropic bone in a mandible without sutures would also result in an increase in the magnitude of maximum and minimum principal strain, but in association with a greater impact on the orientation of maximum principal strain and the direction of nodal displacement compared with the isotropic condition; and (H 3 ) decreasing the stiffness of sutures in a mandible with isotropic bones would result in either no changes or decreases in the magnitude of maximum and minimum principal strain in the bones, along with greater variation in the orientation of maximum principal strain and direction of nodal displacement compared with the isotropic condition.
Materials and methods

Construction of the FEM
The skull of an adult Alligator mississippiensis with a basal skull length of 16 cm was scanned using a GE Lightspeed 16 CT scanner at 100 kV and 70 mA, with a slice thickness of 0.31 mm and a resolution of 0.254 mm per pixel. The scan was processed and segmented in Amira (v5.2.2, Visage Imaging, Berlin, Germany, http://www.visageimaging.com). Segmented structures included all mandibular bones, sutures, periodontium and teeth. The segmented model was imported into Strand7 (v2.4.1, Strand7, Sydney, Australia, http://www.strand7.com) and meshed, resulting in 641 085 elements representing the mandible and 360 399 elements representing the cranium. Elements were constructed as linear tetrahedrons, consisting of four nodes at the apices of the tetrahedra. A global coordinate system was defined in the segmented model and imported into Strand7 (Fig. 1) .
The model was loaded using force estimates derived from muscle architecture. Muscle origins and insertions were mapped onto the meshed FEM from dissected specimens of similar skull length, and largely follow Holliday & Witmer (2007) and Holliday (2009) . Muscle fiber lengths and pinnation angles from up to six fibers were calculated and averaged within each muscle. Normalized fiber length was calculated correcting for sarcomere contraction using an optimum sarcomere length of 2.5 lm (Anapol & Barry, 1996) . Reduced physiological cross-sectional area (RPCA) was then calculated using the equation:
where M muscle is muscle weight, h is pinnation angle, L f is normalized fiber length, and 1.0564 is the specific gravity of the muscle (Murphy & Beardsley, 1974) . Maximum possible force production (F p max ) was calculated using the equation:
Muscle forces at a 30°gape (F p30 ) were calculated following the methods outlined in Porro et al. (unpublished communication) , and applied to the model using Boneload, a Microsoft Visual Basic program authored by Grosse et al. (2007) . This program accounts for the mechanics of muscle wrapping around curved surfaces in the model. The model was fixed in all six degrees of freedom at the toothrow using the 18th and 19th tooth on the upper jaw and the 19th tooth on the lower jaw. Tooth restraints were chosen based on bite points from in vivo transducer data (Metzger et al., unpublished communication; Porro et al., unpublished communication) . Constraints at the quadrate-articular joint were modeled as a ring of nodes around the periphery of the joint surface (on both the quadrate and articular), preventing disarticulation of the joint along the x, y and z axes, thus acting as the ligaments that bind the joint capsule. The nodes within this ring were constrained against compression along the y axis, thus preventing the joint surfaces from moving towards each other.
The model boundary conditions defined by muscle forces and constraints were held constant for all analyses. Variation in the displacement and strain output of the model was generated by varying bone and suture material properties across 10 separate trials in each of three sets. The first set modeled a mandible with isotropic bone and no sutures. The elastic modulus of the bone in this set was decreased from 20 to 9.58 GPa, a range representative of the extremes reported in Zapata et al. (2010) , through 10 trials, with each incremental decrease in the set being equal. Bricks representing suture locations were included in the model but given the material properties of the surrounding bone. The second set represented a model with orthotropic bone and no sutures. The bone had a constant elastic modulus of 9 GPa in dorsoventral and mediolateral axes, and an elastic modulus along the rostrocaudal axis decreasing from 20 to 9.58 GPa through 10 trials, with each incremental decrease in the set being equal. Just as in the isotropic condition of set 1, suture locations were given the material properties of the surrounding bone. The third set represented a model with isotropic bone having a constant elastic modulus of 20 GPa, and with sutures decreasing in stiffness from 12.1 GPa to 640 MPa through the 10 trials, with each incremental decrease in the set being equal.
Assessing global strain patterns with stored elastic energy Stored elastic energy (U), or total strain energy, is a measure of the work expended deforming a structure (Dumont et al. 2009 ). To assess the impact of sutures on deformation within the bones, U was exported from Strand7 for each of the 12 mandibular bones, with nodes ⁄ bricks representing sutures excluded from the calculation of stored elastic energy. To assess the impact of sutures on the global behavior of the model, U was exported from Strand7 for all bones in the mandible, excluding the bricks representing suture locations, and for all bricks in the model including those representing suture locations.
Characterizing the impact of material properties on stored elastic energy with an analysis of variation of the strain Strain tensors from Strand7 representing each of the 30 trials were exported to Matlab (version 7.7.0.471), and the orientation and magnitude of maximum and minimum principal strain were calculated. A subset of 250 bricks was randomly selected from each bone and used for the analysis of the strain data. Brick numbers were identical in all 30 trials and the same brick y x z Origin Fig. 1 The global coordinate system of the FEM: x-and y-axes define the coronal plane; the y-and z-axes define the sagittal plane; and the z-and x-axes define the transverse plane. Positive x is to the animal's left, positive y is dorsal, and positive z is rostral.
list was used for all analyses of the strain data. From the subsampled strain data, the extremes of the differences in both the orientation and magnitude of maximum and minimum principal strain were observed at the stiffest and least stiff trials (Fig. 2) . The difference in magnitude of maximum principal strain (De 1 ) and minimum principal strain (De 3 ) was calculated at each subsampled brick with the equation:
with e t10 corresponding to the magnitude of principal strain in the least stiff condition (trial 10), and e t1 corresponding to the magnitude of maximum principal strain in the stiffest condition (trial 1). The resulting data matrix of De consisted of three points, corresponding to each of the three sets for each of the sub-sampled bricks, with each point representing the range of maximum and minimum principal strain magnitude between the least stiff and stiffest trial in each set. De in each set was further divided into four groups for each bone: those bricks that increase in their magnitude of both e 1 and e 3 ; those bricks that decrease in their magnitude of both e 1 and e 3 ; those bricks that increase in e 1 and decrease in e 3 ; and those bricks that decrease in e 1 and increase in e 3 . The number of bricks in each group was calculated.
To determine the dominant component of principal strain, the ratio of e 1 and e 3 was calculated for each sub-sampled brick in each loading case. The number of bricks that switched from values of e 1 ⁄ |e 3 | > 1 (indicating tension) to values of e 1 ⁄ |e 3 | < 1 (indicating compression) between the stiffest and least stiff trials in each set was calculated. Conversely, the number of bricks switching from compression to tension was also calculated. The net number of bricks changing in their dominant loading regime between the stiffest and least stiff conditions was then calculated and expressed as a percentage of all sub-sampled bricks. Negative values indicate that the bone became more compressive in each set and positive values indicate that the bone became more tensile in each set.
To assess the extent to which the orientation of the principal strains were changing, the difference in the orientation of maximum principal strain (h) at each brick was calculated by finding the angle between the two three-dimensional vectors describing the orientation of the least stiff and stiffest trials. Dh was calculated for each of the sub-sampled bricks for each of the three sets. A value of 0 radians indicated no change in the orientation of maximum principal strain as stiffness decreased, and 1.57 radians indicates the largest possible difference in the orientation of maximum principal strain as stiffness decreased.
Characterizing the impact of material properties on the direction of nodal displacement with a multivariate analysis Displacement data from each of the 12 bones of the mandible were exported from Strand7 and loaded in Matlab (version 7.7.0.471) . A subset of 500 nodes was randomly selected from each bone and used for the analysis of the displacement data. Node numbers were identical in all 30 trials, and the same node list was used for all analyses of the displacement data. At each sub-sampled node, there were 30 positions representing variation in nodal displacement associated with the 10 trials in each of the three sets (Fig. 3) . A principal component analysis (PCA) was performed on the displacement data, pooled by the 10 trials defining each set. The scores and coefficients from the PCA were used to calculate an orthogonal (total least squares) regression for each node at each set. The total least squares regression resulted in vectors describing the primary axis of variation (PC1) through the 10 displaced positions at each node for each set. A unit vector was calculated, and the three scalar components of the 500 unit vectors in each set, corresponding to the three axes in the global coordinate system, were binned by axes. The mean and standard deviation from the resulting 500 scalar values of 'x', 'y' and 'z' in each set were calculated. These values therefore reflect the direction of the primary axis of variation described by PC1 resulting from changes in model material properties as defined by each of the three sets. The length of this vector was also calculated, reflecting the magnitude of the variation in nodal displacement described by PC1. 
Results
Assessing global strain patterns with stored elastic energy
In set 1, U increases in all bones as the stiffness decreases isotropically from 20 to 9.58 GPa (Table 1 ; Fig. 4 ). Similarly in set 2, U increases as bone stiffness along the z-axis decreases from 20 to 9.58 GPa, and stiffness along the mediolateral and dorsoventral axes is held constant at 9 GPa. As bone stiffness is decreased in set 2, U approaches the values in the isotropic condition of set 1. This is expected as set 2 becomes increasingly more isotropic as stiffness is decreased, i.e. the rostrocaudal axis approaches a stiffness of 9.58 GPa (Fig. 4) . In set 3, it was predicted that if suture stiffness decreases isotropically from 12.1 GPa to 640 MPa, U in the bones with a constant isotropic stiffness of 20 GPa would either remain unchanged or decrease as more of the applied force is converted to stored elastic strain energy in the sutures. However, U changed differently in different bones. In the balancing and working side surangular and the balancing side coronoid, U decreased, as predicted. However, contrary to our predictions, decreases in suture stiffness were accompanied by increases in U in the balancing and working side dentaries, angulars, articulars, splenials, and in the working side coronoid (Table 1) .
In sum, these data reveal that changes in strain energy with changes in material properties can be complex, depending on the orientations and locations of the changes in material properties and possibly on model geometry. This suggests that changes in material properties may result in changes in internal deformation and strain regimes. This possibility was assessed by evaluating the effect of material properties on the magnitude and orientation of maximum and minimum principal strains.
The impact of material properties on relative magnitudes and orientations of principal strains
The impact of material properties on the magnitude of principal strain was assessed by calculating the difference in magnitude between the least stiff and stiffest trials in each set for both maximum (De 1 ) and minimum (De 3 ) principal strain. Maximum principal strains (i.e. tension) are positive values, thus increases in magnitude are registered as positive numbers. Minimum principal strains (i.e. compression) are negative values, thus increases in magnitude are registered as negative numbers. However, in what follows we refer to positive values of De 1 and negative values of De 3 as 'increases' in the magnitude of each principal strain component, with the converse being true of 'decreases' in the magnitude.
In set 1, as the stiffness of isotropic bone decreased, nearly all sampled bricks in all bones displayed increases in the magnitude of both e 1 and e 3 . In set 2, as stiffness was decreased along the z-axis, the majority of bricks also increased in their magnitude of both e 1 and e 3 ; however, compared with set 1, a greater number of bricks decreased in either one or both of the components of principal strain. Similarly in set 3, as suture stiffness was decreased, the majority of bricks in most bones increased their magnitude of e 1 and e 3 ; however, compared with set 1 a greater number of bricks decreased in either one or both of the components of principal strain. Importantly, however, in set 3 the majority of bricks in the balancing side surangular and working side coronoid decreased in the magnitudes of both e 1 and e 3 as suture stiffness decreased (Table 2 ). For these two bones, decreasing values of U are accompanied by decreases in the magnitude of principal strain as suture stiffness decreases.
To assess whether the dominant component of principal strain changed, the ratio of e 1 ⁄ |e 3 | was calculated. Changes in the dominant loading regime were identified in all sets and bones. Between sets, the largest number ), plotted on the 'y' axis, with decreases in stiffness in the 10 trials in each set, plotted along the 'x' axis. Set 1, isotropic bone with no sutures, is represented by circles; set 2, orthotropic bone with no sutures, is represented with squares; and set 3, isotropic bone with sutures, is represented by triangles. The stiffest trial is to the left and the least stiff is to the right. Results for two bones are plotted here, the working side articular in black and the working side surangular in gray. In the working side articular, stored elastic energy in all sets increases as stiffness decreases. Stored elastic energy is smaller in the isotropic condition (circles) than it is in the orthotropic condition (squares); however, the rate at which stored elastic energy increases is smaller in the orthotropic condition such that as it approaches isotropy the two values converge. Stored elastic energy in set 3 (triangles) is smaller in all trials compared with the isotropic (circles) and orthotropic (squares) conditions. This trend and relationship among the sets is representative of all bones in the mandible, with the exception of the working and balancing side surangulars (summarized in Table 1 ). For the working side surangular plotted here, stored elastic energy in sets one and two increases as stiffness decreases. For set 3, stored elastic energy decreases as suture stiffness decreases. Parentheses contain the values of stored elastic energy from the stiffest and least stiff trials for each bone in each set. Values reflect the difference in stored elastic energy between the least stiff and stiffest trials. Note that all differences are positive, with the exception of the working and balancing side surangulars and the balancing side coronoid in set 3. This negative value is not seen when all bones are considered together. Also note that the difference in stored elastic energy between the least stiff and stiffest trials is higher when sutures are included in the calculation for all sets, but most dramatically in set 3. of total bricks changing between either dominantly compressive or tensile occurred as stiffness decreased in orthotropic bone in set 2, followed by sutures in set 3, and then the isotropic bone in set 1 (Table 3) . When comparing bones within each set, each bone responded in different ways to changing material properties. For example, of the bones decreasing in U as suture stiffness decreases, the balancing side coronoid became 4% more tensile, the balancing side surangular became 0.8% more compressive, and the working side surangular became 4.4% more compressive. Changes in the orientation of the principal strain (h) were also found to occur between sets, with the largest changes in h associated with set 3 (changes in suture stiffness), followed by set 2 (changes in degree of orthotropy), then set 1 (changes in isotropic stiffness). This trend is also found within most bones considered separately. The exceptions are the working and balancing side dentaries, and the working side splenial, where the greatest change in h was found in set 2, and the working side coronoid, where the greatest change in h was found in set 1. When bones are compared within a set, each bone responds differently to changes in stiffness, with Dh ranging between 3 and 27 radians as isotropic material properties change, between 12 and 28 radians as orthotropic material properties change, and between 12 and 28 radians as suture stiffness changes. In sum, decreases in model stiffness are not always associated with uniform increases in principal strain magnitudes. Changes in degree of bone orthotropy, modeled in set 2, were associated with changes in orientation and relative magnitudes of principal strains indicative of changes in strain regime. This was even more pronounced in set 3, where the effects of changes in suture material properties were examined.
The impact of material properties on the direction of nodal displacement
The magnitude of the difference in nodal displacement between the stiffest and least stiff trials in each set is described by the length of the vectors describing the principal axes of variation in nodal displacement of each bone (i.e. the total least squares regression from principal component one). In all sets, vector length for all balancing side bones is larger than that for the corresponding working side bones in all sets, except the surangulars in set 3 (Table 4) .
To assess the direction of the vectors describing the total least squares regression from principal component one, each vector was decomposed into a unit vector. The three axial components describing the unit vector were pooled by axis, and the mean and standard deviation within each bone were calculated. In all sets, decreases in model stiffness resulted in: increased medial deflection of all balancing Table 3 Number of bricks changing between either dominantly compressive or tensile between the stiffest and least stiff trials in each set.
Set 1
Set 2 Set 3 Table showing : (a) the percentage of bricks with ratios of e 1 ⁄ |e 3 | > 1; (b) the number of bricks with ratios of e 1 ⁄ |e 3 | that change from a value > 1 (indicating tension) to a value < 1 (indicating compression) between the stiffest and least stiff trials in each set; (c) the number of bricks with ratios of e 1 ⁄ |e 3 | that change from a value < 1 (indicating compression) to a value > 1 (indicating tension) between the stiffest and least stiff trials in each set; (d) the net percentage of bricks changing loading regimes, with negative values indicating compressive forces increasing as stiffness decreases and positive values in bold indicating tensile forces increasing as stiffness decreases. side bones; increased medial deflection of the working side angular, articular, coronoid and surangular; increased lateral deflection of the working side dentary and splenial; increased dorsal deflection of all bones except the working and balancing articulars; increased ventral deflection of the articulars; and increased rostral displacement of all bones, except the balancing side coronoid in set 2, the balancing side splenial in set 2, and the working side surangular in set 3 (Table 4 ). These latter three bones display changes in polarity of the displacement vector between sets, indicating that variation in material properties can result in changes in the nature of the deformation regime. Changes in the relative magnitudes of the unit vectors between sets also suggest complex effects of material properties on model behavior. To highlight two examples, in set 2 the working and balancing side dentary and splenial show decreased vertical and increased transverse displacement compared with set 1 and set 3. These data indicate that the direction and magnitude of model displacement resulting from changes in the stiffness matrix are distinct in each of the three sets.
Discussion
The aim of this study was to evaluate the impact of bone and suture material properties on strain, stress and deformation regimes in the vertebrate skeleton. The effect of changes in stiffness in isotropic bone, orthotropic bone and suture stiffness were examined.
The effects of decreasing stiffness in isotropic bone
In the first set, the mandible was modeled as linear elastic isotropic bone with no sutures, and the stiffness of the bone material was varied. We predicted that decreasing the stiffness of isotropic bone with no sutures would result in increases in the magnitude of principal strains, and little change in either the orientation of maximum principal Table 4 The magnitude and direction of nodal displacement between the stiffest and least stiff trials in each set.
Balancing side
Working side (Table 2) . However, contrary to the predictions of H 1 , decreasing stiffness did result in some bricks changing from being predominantly compressive or tensile [3.6% of balancing side bricks and 6.0% of working side bricks (Table 3) ]. In addition, the orientation of maximum principal strain was found to change as stiffness was decreased, with an average of a 0.10 radian (s = 0.16) difference between the stiffest and least stiff conditions in this set (Table 5) . Thus, decreases in isotropic stiffness in the model not only result in changes in the magnitude of the principal strain but also the nature of the mandible's strain regime in a small number of nodes. Such changes are unexpected when linear elastic isotropic material properties are varied within a body, and may reflect variation in the superimposition of applied forces as areas of concentrated stress expand in response to lower material stiffness. In support of this claim, of the bricks not increasing in the magnitude of principal strain, most were increasing in one component of principal strain while decreasing in the other [i.e. these bricks were becoming either increasingly more tensile or compressive (Table 2) ].
Alternatively, these changes could reflect modeling artifact. Although suture material properties were not modeled in set 1, the mesh geometry in bricks representing suture locations are identical in all sets, differing only in the material properties. The complex geometry of these suture areas may have generated undesirable brick aspect ratios or other meshing artifacts. Meshing artifacts such as these, referred to as discretization errors, typically manifest themselves as concentrated areas of stress and strain, and may have impacted the behavior of the model in unpredictable ways.
The effects of decreasing stiffness in orthotropic bone
In the second set, the mandible was modeled as linear elastic orthotropic bone with no sutures, and the stiffness of the bone material was varied along the rostrocaudal axis of the mandible. We predicted that decreasing the stiffness of orthotropic bone in a model with no sutures would result in an increase in the magnitude of stored elastic energy and principal strains, with a greater impact on the orientation of maximum principal strain and the direction of nodal displacement than seen in set 1. As predicted by H 2 , decreases in the stiffness of orthotropic bone with no sutures did result in an increase in stored elastic energy in all bones (Table 1 ). Also as predicted by H 2 , the majority of bricks experienced an increase in the magnitude of principal strain as stiffness decreased (Table 2) . However, the percentage of bricks increasing in the magnitude of principal strain was lower in set 2 than in set 1. This is the result of a greater number of bricks either decreasing in their magnitude of principal strain, or increasing in one component of principal strain while decreasing in the other as stiffness decreased. Of those bricks not increasing in their magnitude of principal strain, a larger percentage increased in one component of principal strain while decreasing in the other [i.e. became associated with either more compressive or more tensile principal strains as stiffness decreased (Table 2) ].
Further supporting the claim that changes in orthotropic material properties result in changes in the nature of the strain regime, a number of elements changed between being either predominantly compressive or tensile (Table 3) . The orientation of principal strains also changed, with an average difference of 0.19 radians (s = 0.24) between the stiffest and least stiff conditions (Table 5 ). In both of these measures of strain, changes are larger than for those in set 1.
Changes in the deformation regime in set 2 were also found to diverge from those of set 1, with the primary direction of nodal displacement switching from rostral in set 1 to caudal in set 2 in both the balancing side coronoid and splenial. Moreover, the relative contributions of each component of the unit vector differ between set 1 and set 2 for all bones, indicating shifts in the direction of nodal displacement in response to decreasing stiffness (Table 4) .
As in the isotropic condition of set 1, it remains unknown if the changes indicative of variation in strain and deformation regimes discussed here are biologically relevant or are instead modeling artifact. However, given that a greater number of bricks in the orthotropic condition of set 2, Table 5 The average change in the orientation of maximum principal strain between the stiffest and least stiff trials in each set. when compared with the isotropic condition of set 1: become increasingly compressive or tensile, change between being either dominantly compressive or tensile, and have a larger difference in the orientation of maximum principal strain, we conclude that changing the stiffness in an orthotropic material will result in changes to both the strain and deformation regimes within that body. Because many vertebrate bones are orthotropic, including the mandible of Alligator (Zapata et al. 2010 ), this conclusion highlights the importance of using precise material properties when constructing and drawing conclusions from a FEM.
The effects of decreasing stiffness in sutures
In the third set, the mandible was modeled as linear elastic isotropic bone with sutures between the bones. The stiffness of the sutures was varied, while the stiffness of the bones was held constant. We predicted that decreasing suture stiffness would result in either no change or a decrease in the magnitude of stored elastic energy and principal strains within the bones as more and more of the strain energy was absorbed by the sutures. Contrary to our expectations, decreases in suture stiffness resulted in increases in stored elastic energy (U) in most of the bones in the mandible, with the exception of the working and balancing side surangulars and the balancing side coronoid (Table 1) . Of the bones increasing in U, the majority of bricks increased their principal strain magnitudes; however, the number of bricks either decreasing in principal strain magnitudes or increasing in the magnitude of one component of principal strain while decreasing in the other was greater than in set 1. Of the bones decreasing in U, the majority of the bricks in the balancing side coronoid and working side surangular decreased in principal strain magnitude. In the balancing side surangular, the majority of the bricks increased in principal strain magnitude (Table 2) . In all bones in set 3, the number of bricks increasing in one component of principal strain and a decrease in the other, i.e. non-suture bricks becoming more compressive or tensile as suture stiffness decreased, was greater than set 1 but roughly equivalent with set 2. Also indicative of strain regime changing with decreasing suture stiffness, a number of non-suture bricks changed between either dominantly compressive or tensile as suture stiffness decreased (Table 3 ). In addition, the orientation of principal strains changed with an average difference of 0.21 radians (s = 0.28) between the stiffest and least stiff conditions in this set, very similar to the average value for set 2 (Table 5) .
Changes in the strain regime also manifest themselves in the deformation regime as changes in the direction of displacement of individual bones. Decreasing suture stiffness results in small caudal displacement of the working side surangular, whereas decreasing in the material property defining sets 1 and 2 results in rostral displacements. The relative contributions of each component of the unit vector differ between set 1 and set 3 for all bones as well, indicating shifts in the direction of nodal displacement in response to decreasing stiffness. To cite one example, the working side articular displaces primarily in the medial direction in set 1 and ventrally in set 3 (Table 4) .
Just as in the discussion of sets 1 and 2, it is impossible to rule out that these values reflect meshing error; however, given that a greater number of bricks in set 3 than in set 1 became increasingly compressive or tensile, changed between being either dominantly compressive or tensile, and had larger differences in the orientation of maximum principal strain, we conclude that changing the stiffness of sutures can result in changes to strain and deformation regimes within that body. Because most vertebrate skulls and non-mammalian mandibles have patent sutures, this conclusion highlights the importance of including sutures in FEMs with precise material properties.
The impact of sutures on global measures of model behavior might be mitigated if the largest changes are found in localized areas. Localized stress concentrations are expected at the interface of two materials with a sharp gradient in material properties. This phenomenon is the result of a condition known as a bimaterial interface (Shilkrot & Srolovitz, 1998; Thomopoulos et al. 2003) . To determine if the differences in measures of principal strain reported here occur exclusively in areas of concentrated stress or are instead distributed more evenly throughout the bones, a post-hoc analysis relating measures of principal strain to the distance of each brick to the sutures was performed.
Does the distance of each brick to the nearest suture impact the magnitude and orientation of maximum principal strain?
As previously discussed, decreases in a bone's value of U as suture stiffness decreases is a plausible indicator for elastic energy being stored in adjacent sutures. Data from the working and balancing side surangulars are considered in this post-hoc analysis because, in addition to decreases in suture stiffness being associated with decreases in U for both bones, the majority of bricks in the working side surangular decreased in principal strain magnitude whereas the majority of bricks in the balancing side surangular increased in principal strain magnitude.
To determine if these changes in principal strain magnitude occur near the bone--suture interface, or are instead more broadly dispersed throughout the bone, the distance of every brick to the nearest suture (D ns ) was calculated and then plotted against: the magnitude of maximum principal strain in the stiffest trial of each set (e 1t1 ); the difference in the magnitude of maximum principal strain between the least stiff and stiffest trials (De 1 ); and the difference in the orientation of maximum principal strain between the least stiff and stiffest trials (Dh).
In set 1, the largest values of e 1t1 and De 1 in the working and balancing side surangulars are found at small values of D ns [i.e. adjacent to the bone ⁄ suture interface (Fig. 5)] . Moreover, nearly all values of De 1 are positive, indicating that maximum principal strain increases in these areas as stiffness is decreased (Table 2) . In set 2, the largest values of e 1t1 and De 1 for the balancing side surangular are grouped near the smallest values of D ns , but the largest values of De 1 in the working side surangular are not (Table 2) . In set 3, the largest values of e 1t1 and De 1 are found at small values of D ns just as in set 1; however, they are negative (Table 2) . In sum, these data indicate that although the model analyzed in set 1 did not include sutures (i.e. the bricks representing suture locations were given the material properties of the surrounding bone), the highest values of e 1t1 and De 1 are found near the bricks representing suture locations. Decreasing the stiffness of sutures in set 3 resulted in a decrease in De 1 near the sutures, i.e. within the same bricks that experience an increase in De 1 in the isotropic condition of set 1.
The largest values of Dh in sets 1 and 3 are found close to sutures (i.e. at very small values of D ns ), whereas the largest values of Dh in set 2 are found at high values of D ns . On average, set 3 had the largest values of Dh (Table 5) . Taken together, we conclude that the impact of suture stiffness on Dh is highest adjacent to sutures, and that suture stiffness impacts Dh in these areas more than changes in stiffness of isotropic bone and orthotropic bone.
Large values of De 1 and Dh are not unexpected in areas of concentrated strain. In all sets, the highest values of e 1t1 are found at low values of D ns , indicating that strain might be concentrating in this region. As previously discussed, it is not unexpected to have concentrated areas of stress and strain at the bone ⁄ suture interface when it is modeled as a bimaterial interface. Somewhat unexpected are the large values of e 1t1 and De 1 at low values of D ns in set 1, despite the suture locations in this set being given the material properties of the surrounding bone. As previously mentioned, the complex geometry of these sutures may have generated undesirable brick aspect ratios or other meshing artifacts, referred to as discretization errors. Such errors may explain the concentrated areas of stress and strain at these suture locations in set 1. Convergence testing has been shown to mitigate the effects of discretization error on certain model performance criteria (Hart, 1989; Schmidt et al. 2009 ); however, not universally for all variables (Cook et al. 2001; Schmidt et al. 2009 ). The trends discussed here for the working and balancing side surangulars are largely representative of all bones in the mandible, making discretization error a possible explanation of these results.
A more intriguing explanation is that sutures in the Alligator mandible are located in positions that, in their absence, tend to concentrate stress and strain by virtue of their geometry. Further analyses of these theoretical data, considered in conjunction with convergence testing and independent in vivo experimental data, are necessary before any conclusive statements can be made on this point (Richmond et al. 2005) .
Biological implications
The presence of localized stress concentrations near sutures is not a surprising result, and indeed similar results (Kupczik et al. 2007; Fitton et al. 2009; Moazen et al. 2009 ). What remains unclear is if the strain, and the associated stress, distribution at the bone ⁄ suture interface is of a biologically realistic magnitude. Modeling bone ⁄ suture interfaces with a sharp gradient in the material properties may lead to artifactually high and localized principal stresses. This is due to the fact that many biological bimaterial interfaces, such as bone/tendon or bone ⁄ suture interfaces, adopt a strategy of functional grading (Enlow, 1968 (Enlow, , 1990 Woo et al. 1987; Thomopoulos et al. 2003; Buehler, 2007; Buehler & Ackbarow, 2008) , where the transition between the material properties of the bimaterial is graduated (Thomopoulos et al. 2003; Birman & Byrd, 2007) . Functional grading in both biological (Thomopoulos et al. 2006 ) and non-biological materials (Birman & Byrd, 2007) has been shown to improve residual stress distributions.
In vivo and in vitro analysis of cranial strain measurements in a number of different taxa support the results reported here as biologically plausible. Numerous studies have found that principal strain magnitudes over sutures are considerably higher than the surrounding bones (Behrents et al. 1978; Oudhof & Doorenmaalen, 1983; Smith & Hylander, 1985; Herring & Mucci, 1991; Herring, 1993; Rafferty & Herring, 1999; Herring & Teng, 2000; Rafferty et al. 2003; Sun et al. 2004; Popowics & Herring, 2007) . This suggests that a localized stress distribution exists at bone margins that might degrade as the total distance to a suture is increased. Additional in vivo and in vitro work is needed to understand if the localized stress distributions at the bone ⁄ suture interface, as modeled here, are of a biologically meaningful magnitude.
Large strain magnitudes over sutures have been used to argue that sutures are acting as strain sinks, storing elastic energy, thereby decreasing stress, and the associated strain, in the surrounding bone (Pritchard et al. 1956; BucklandWright, 1972 BucklandWright, , 1978 Jaslow, 1990; Rafferty et al. 2003) . Our modeling data provide evidence in support of this idea. Stored elastic energy was calculated for the entire mandible both including and excluding sutures. In the least stiff trial of set 3, it was found that including sutures resulted in a 17.1% difference in stored elastic energy on the balancing side and a 16.5% difference in stored elastic energy on the working side. In sets 1 and 2, there is only a 7.5% difference in stored elastic energy, likely reflecting changes in U resulting from an increase in the measured volume (Table 1) . Therefore, the percentage increase when sutures are added to the calculation of U in set 3 is larger than would be predicted from just an increase in the measured volume.
We expected that by adding sutures in set 3, stored elastic energy in each of the bones of the mandible would go down as the sutures absorbed strain energy. However, this result was only observed in three out of the 12 bones: the working and balancing side surangulars and the balancing side coronoid (Table 1) . In these three bones, not only did stored elastic energy decrease, but principal strain magnitudes decreased adjacent to the bone ⁄ suture interface. The remaining nine bones of the mandible experienced increases in stored elastic energy when sutures were added (Table 1) , with the majority of bricks increasing in their principal strain magnitudes.
This highlights the importance of selecting the appropriate performance measure when assigning optimization criteria to a biological structure, i.e. the material properties driving mechanical behavior near the bone ⁄ suture interface of the surangular may be different from those of the dentary. As pointed out by Farke (2008) , a sutural zone, defined as a suture and the surrounding bone, may be a more appropriate functional unit when attempting to assign optimality criteria to bony elements. Defining functional units in this manner allows hypotheses related to varied performance demands throughout the structure to be tested explicitly.
Varied performance demands within a functional unit such as the Alligator mandible are of particular interest in the context of mechanobiology. Exogenously applied cyclic loads have been shown to be osteogenic at suture boundaries (Kopher & Mao, 2003; Byron et al. 2004; Byron, 2006) , suggesting that the loading environment experienced throughout ontogeny may contribute to the phenotypic variation of the mandible and skull. The data presented here highlight the importance of precisely characterizing the gradients of strain distributions on and around sutures, including how both the magnitude and orientation of principal strain changes as a function of the distance to the bone ⁄ suture interface. Only after the behavior of stress and strain gradients approaching the bone ⁄ suture interface are characterized and placed in the appropriate context of performance can hypotheses relating ontogenetic changes in suture morphology to loading environment be addressed.
Practical implications for FEA
The accurate measurement of material properties across complex biological structures, like the mandible studied here, is difficult and time-consuming in living animals, and impossible in fossils. This makes it important to determine the potential impact that bone material properties can have on stress and strain in vertebrate bones, not only to improve understanding of bone deformation in living vertebrates, but also to aid modeling and interpretation of fossils.
The data presented here demonstrate that variation in the orthotropic material properties of bone and isotropic material properties of sutures impact more than just the magnitude of principal strains. Compared with variation in the isotropic material properties of bone, variation in the orthotropic material properties of bone and isotropic material properties of sutures resulted in: a greater number of bricks becoming either more compressive or more tensile; bricks changing between being either dominantly compressive or tensile; and larger changes in the orientation of maximum principal strain. In addition, multivariate analysis of model displacement revealed changes in both the magnitude and direction resulting from changes in material properties. Taken together, we conclude that variation in both the orthotropic material properties of bone and the isotropic material properties of sutures results in changes not only to the overall magnitude of principal strain but also to the nature of the strain and deformation regimes in the body.
Model validation using either in vivo or in vitro methods is the only way of placing this variation in the context of model accuracy and, indeed, acceptable levels of error may vary depending on the question being asked. The largest variations in e 1t1 , De 1 and Dh reported here tended to occur adjacent to the bone ⁄ suture interface in both the isotropic condition of set 1 and the suture stiffness condition of set 3. However, this was not universally true. Variation in orthotropic material properties resulted in the largest values of De 1 (on the working side surangular) and Dh (on both the working and balancing sides) at large values of D ns . For this reason, we caution the reader from interpreting these results as a method of avoiding error prone areas such as the bone ⁄ suture interface when sampling results from a FEM with approximate material properties.
For models that cannot be validated, such as those from extinct organisms, the accuracy of statements concerning the behavior of the model must be considered in the context of the accuracy of the material properties used. Material properties from the bones of extinct organisms can be estimated using both phylogenetic bracketing and histological methods (Rayfield et al. 2001; Erickson et al. 2002) . Implicit in both these methods is a need for large comparative datasets, highlighting the importance of comparative materials testing in vertebrate bone.
Conclusion
Variation in the isotropic material properties of bone with no sutures resulted primarily in changes within the magnitude of principal strain, whereas variation in the orthotropic material properties of bone and the isotropic material properties of sutures resulted in changes to the strain and deformation regimes of the model. This conclusion highlights the importance of using biologically verified material properties when modeling the vertebrate skeleton.
Comparisons of bones within each set revealed that each bone responds in a different way to changing material properties. When suture stiffness was decreased, the balancing side coronoid and working and balancing side surangulars decreased in stored elastic energy, whereas the remaining nine bones of the mandible increased in stored elastic energy. These data highlight the importance of defining the appropriate functional unit when addressing relationships of performance and morphology.
The decrease in stored elastic energy in the balancing side coronoid and working side surangular was accompanied by a decrease in the magnitude of principal strain. These large differences in the magnitude of principal strain were found to occur adjacent to the bone ⁄ suture interface. Taken together, these data suggest that sutures are storing strain energy, thereby decreasing the stored elastic energy and magnitude of principal strain within some bones. These modeling data fail to falsify the hypothesis that a functional consequence of patent sutures is the ability to store elastic energy, and thereby decrease the magnitude of principal strain within bones.
